FISD Bulk Mail Postage
Significant funds can be saved by mailing in bulk. If a FISD employee
wants to mail in bulk (usually more than 200 like pieces), they can do so by
filling out the proper bulk mail forms (see below) and checking with the
Business Office to ensure there are funds in the account at the post office.
If payment is by funds in the FISD account, please return Post Office receipt to the Accounts
Payable office. If payment is to be made by Activity Fund, take a check in the proper amount
when taking mail to Post Office.
Person who uses the bulk mail will complete the form the best they can. All 78624 zip codes
should be bundled and all other zip codes in another bundle. They can then get the items to the
FISD mail carrier or they can take it to the post office themselves.
Whoever takes the items to the post office will need to bring a receipt back to the Business
Office. Business Office will journal entry the charge from the Business Office to the
department/school who mailed the items.
What qualifies as bulk mail?
The definition of Bulk Mail is not very clear.
 Bulk mail saturation – such as community ed newspapers that are addressed to the current
resident.
 Bulk mail letters – such as the very same info to each student. Example would be the
school report card or welcome back to school registration or general band information.
Each letter can have an individual address, but the content inside must be the exact same.
Note that items such as individual report cards or individual letters which have a form, but
different info on the form, cannot be sent as bulk mail according to the USPS.
http://pe.usps.com/BusinessMail101/Index
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Form
Following is a graphic of the form. It is 3602-N1. In your search engine, type in USPS 3602N1. The latest non-profit form will come up. At this time it does not appear to be fillable.
Permit Holders Name and Address
Fredericksburg ISD
234 Friendship Lane
Fredericksburg, TX 78624
FISD postage permit (PI 192)

(Account number is 1846474 if needed)

Business Office Notes
 FISD permit number is $192
 The fees are approximately $250 a year and paid in May. It is charged to 199-416499-00-750-x99. This fee can be paid by credit card on line on the USPS site
https://gateway.usps.com/eAdmin/action/homepage
 To put postage in the account, a check must be provided to the USPS and they
will increase the amount on this permit. Generally, we spend about $5,000 a year
in bulk postage which is mainly from the Community Ed Department who mails
in August, December, and May usually.
 Each time postage is used, the user is to provide the receipt to the business office
and the postage is reclassed from 199-41-6399-01-750-x99 to the appropriate
account.
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